
Separate overlay sheets are also being produced
depicting areas of decayed masonry, modern repairs
and subs.idence, so that this information is readlly
available when decisions are taken regarding future
restoration Programmes.

Copies of the base drawings are subsequently taken
onto site and the various phases of wa11 construction
distinguished, so that colour-coded underlay sheets
can be prepared. Where possible, a further overlay
will be produced' outlining in matching colours
suggested reconstructions for each of the phases
identified.
0ther work involves preliminary photographic rec-
ording of moulded stones and architectural details
and the collection of documentary material relating
to the monastic buildings including descriptive
accouncs, photographs, drawings, plans and
engravings.
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A watching brief at Furness Abbey, Cumbria

By Jason Wood.

In January L987, a watching brief took place to
the east and north of the Furness Abbey museum during
excavation work in the visitors'car park. The museum
and car park occupy the site of the former Furness
Abbey Hote1, a large early Victorian neo-Gothic
building partially demolished in 1953. The hotel
incorporated the east side of Lhe abbey I s great
gatehouse and adjacenL medieval buildings, parts
of which were converted into a manor house by the
Preston famlly following the Dissolution(1).
East of the museum, the medieval foundations of
two truncated east-west wa1ls were partially exposed.
They belonged to a chamber attached to the east
side of Ehe outer porch of the great gatehouse.
Those to the north were cut by a modern service
trench, while those to the south had been partly
retained in situ as foundations for the west wall
of the VE6ffi hotel complex. The latter wall
was built parallel to Ehe gate passage with a return
to the east and contained some reused medieval
masonry. Remains of an external buttress and an
internal dividing wall were also recognised. North
of the return were the tiled floors of two Victorian
lavatories and another room. These structures 1ay
against a narrow retaining wa1l on the west side
of what was presumably the inner yard of the hotel.
The west edge of the yardts concrete surface sur-
vived. Sealed by the concrete was an earlier surface
of sandstone flags, perhaps associated with the
manor house or another pre-hotel construction phase.

North of the museum, the foundations of a north-
south verandah wall were uncovered, marking the
east limit of the hotel complex. Below the leve1
of the verandah was a large, square Victorian brick-
lined cess pit with a domed top and circular man-
hole cover. A square man-ho1e abutting 1ts east
side allowed access to a clay-ware drain pipe feeding
into the cess pit. Elements of a second cess pit
were observed further north, partly destroyed by
the concrete surround of a modern hlater main. A
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